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BEFORE OPERATING

INTRODUCTION The DM40 is ident ical to the DM43 , except that the

DM40 lacks temperature measurement capabili ty .

SAFETY INFORMATION

The Tekt ronix 475 Oscilloscope is a dual - channel ,

portable inst rument . The dual - channel dc - to - 200 MHz

vert ical system provides calibrated deflect ion factors from

2 m illivolts to 5 volts / division . The sweep trigger circuits

are capable of stable t riggering over the full bandwidth

capabili t ies of the vert ical deflect ion system . The horizon

tal deflect ion system provides calibrated sweep rates from

0.5 second to 0.01 m icrosecond / division along with

delayed sweep features for accurate relat ive - t ime

measurements . A X10 magnifier extends the calibrated

sweep rate to 1 nanosecond / division . The inst rument

operates over a wide variat ion of line voltages and

frequencies . Maximum power consumpt ion is about 100

wat ts .

The inst rument is designed to operate from a single

phase power source with one of the current - carrying

conductors ( the Neutral Conductor ) at ground ( earth )

potent ial . Operat ion from power sources where both

current - carrying conductors are live with respect to

ground ( such as phase - to - phase on a three -wire system )

is not recommended , since only the Line Conductor has

over -current ( fuse ) protect ion within the inst rument .

The Tekt ronix DM43 Digital Muli tmeter measures o

ohms to 20 megohms , dc volts to 1200 dc volts ( + or - ) or

-55 � C to +150 � C and displays the measurement on a

digital display while the osci lloscope operates normally .

The digital mult imeter and osci lloscope combine to

provide a digital readout of the t ime between any two

points on the osci lloscope display .

The inst rument has a three- wire power cord with a

three- term inal polarized plug for connect ion to the power

source and safety - earth . The ground ( earth ) term inal of

the plug is direct ly connected to the inst rument frame . For

elect ric -shock protect ion , insert this plug only in a mat ing

out let with a safety - earth contact .

REV. B , SEPT 1974 475 and DM43 / DM40 Operators 1



OPERATING VOLTAGE To change the regulat ing range :

1. Disconnect the inst rument from the power source .

CAUTION
2. Loosen the two capt ive screws that hold the cover

on the selector assembly ; then pull to remove the cover .

This inst rument may be damaged if operated with

the line voltage selector switch or the regulat ing

range selector set for the wrong applied line voltage

or if the wrong line fuse is used .

3. Pull out the range selector switch bar ( see Fig . 1 ) .

Select a range from Table 1 which is centered about the

average line voltage . Slide the bar to the desired posit ion

and plug it in . Push the cover on and t ighten the screws .

TABLE 1

Regulat ing Ranges
Line Voltage Select ion

This inst rument operates from either a 115 - volt or a

230 - volt nom inal line voltage source , 48 to 440 hertz . To

convert from one nominal line voltage range to the other ,

move the Line Voltage Selector switch ( located on side

panel ) to indicate the correct nom inal voltage . A 115 - to

230 volt adapter may be required for the line- cord plug . Be

sure to use the correct line fuse for the line voltage

selected ( see Table 1 ) .

Range Selector

Switch Posit ion

Regulat ing Range

115 - Volts 230 - Volts

Nominal Nom inal

99 to 121 volts 198 to 242 volts
LO ( Switch bar in

lower holes )

M ( Switch bar in

m iddle holes )

HI ( Switch bar in

upper holes )

Fuse Size

104 to 126 volts 207 to 253 volts
Regulat ing Range Select ion

The Regulat ing Range Selector assembly ( located on

the rear panel ) is set for one of the line voltage ranges

shown in Table 1. It also contains the line fuse for overload

protect ion .

108 to 132 volts 216 to 264 volts

1.5 A 3AG

Fast - blow

0.75 A 3AG

Fast - blow

2 475 and DM43 / DM40 Operators REV . B. SEPT 1974



OPTIONS

Opt ions are available to alter osci lloscope performance

to meet part icular applicat ions . A number in either MOD
slot ( see Item 53 , Cont rols , Connectors , and Indicators )

indicates a modified osci lloscope .
AGATE
300TESNA SA

100
X 12SELECTOR SWITCH BAR

( SHOWN IN MEDIUM POSITION ) Toy

B GATE
5008 5.3

2304

* 33 / SOWATCH ORSTRAUMERIONTSOE RLARI P808 POWER

CH VERTSIGNAL OUTSG 2010
�

�

EXT 2 AXIS 15 KGPOSITE GINGABOVE GHO
DECREASES

PROBE POWER

LINE FUSE

1739-1

Fig . 1. Regulat ing range selector and line fuse .
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2 4
CONTROLS, CONNECTORS

AND INDICATORS5
RANGE2020 201220202 203

FUNCTION
ZONO vous OHMS TITAE TEMPECE

VERTICAL

omos AZ
OSCILLOSCOPE3
MOLTS /

CM3

1. CH 1 and CH 2 VOLTS/ DIV Selects the vert ical

deflect ion factor in a 1-2-5 sequence ( VAR control must be

in the calibrated detent for the indicated deflect ion factor ) .7

6

VERY
9 MODE ** 8

2. VOLTS/ DIV Readout - Consists of two small lamps

for each channel , located beneath the skirt of each

VOLTS/ DIV knob . One or the other lamp will light up to

indicate the correct deflect ion factor when a probe with a

scale-switching connector is used . A probe without this

connector lights the X1 lamp .

5 4

2 3

6 SOCUS SCALERIN LA 3. VAR � Provides cont inuously variable uncalibrated

deflect ion factors between the calibrated set t ings of the

VOLTS/ DIV switch , and extends the maximum vert ical

deflect ion to at least 12.5 volts per division ( 5 volt

posit ion ) .

( 10 7 1
1739-4

4. UNCAL Lamp Indicates when the VAR

VOLTS/ DIV cont rol is out of the calibrated detent and the

vert ical deflect ion factor is uncalibrated .Fig . 2. Vert ical cont rols , connectors , and indicators .
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5. POSITION - Posit ions the display vert ically . In the

X - Y mode , the CH 1 POSITION control posit ions on the X

axis ( horizontally ) and the CH 2 POSITION control

posit ions on the Y- axis ( vert ically ) .

ALT: Provides dual - t race display of the signals of both

channels . Display is switched between channels at the end

of each sweep . Useful at sweep rates faster than about 50

m icroseconds / division .

6. CH 1 OR X and CH 2 OR Y � Input connectors for

applicat ion of external signals to the inputs of the vert ical

amplif ier . In the X -Y mode of operat ion , the signal

connected to the CH 1 OR X connector provides horizon

tal deflect ion and the signal connected to the CH 2 OR Y

connector provides vert ical deflect ion .

ADD : Signals applied to the CH 1 and CH 2 input

connectors are algebraically added , and the algebraic

sum is displayed on the crt . The INVERT switch in Channel

2 allows the display to be CH 1 plus CH 2 or CH 1 minus CH

2. Useful for common - mode reject ion to remove an

undesired signal or for dc offset .

CHOP: Provides dual - t race display of the signals of

both channels . Display is switched between channels at a

repet it ion rate of approximately 250 kHz . Useful at sweep

rates slower than about 50 m icroseconds / division , or

when a dual - t race , single- sweep display is required .

7. AC-GND- DC � Selects the method used to couple

a signal to the input of the vert ical amplif ier . In the AC

posit ion , signals are capacit ively coupled to the vert ical

amplif ier . The de component of the input signal is blocked .

In the GND posit ion , the input of the vert ical amplif ier is
disconnected from the input connector and grounded to

allow the input coupling capacitor to precharge . In the DC

posit ion , all components of the input signal are passed to

the input amplif ier .

CH 2 : Channel 2 only is displayed . It must be selected

in X - Y operat ion .

9. 100 OR 20 MHz BW / TRIG VIEW � Three- purpose

switch that lim its the bandwidth of the vert ical amplif ier

system to approximately 100 MHz ( first detent ) or 20 MHz

( second detent ) when pulled , or when pressed , causes the

signal applied to A Trigger Generator to be displayed on
the crt .

8. VERT MODE Selects mode of operat ion for
vert ical amplif ier system .

CH 1 : Channel 1 only is displayed .

10. INVERT � Channel 2 display is inverted in the

INVERT ( but ton in ) posit ion .

REV . B , SEPT 1974 475 and DM43 / DM40 Operators LO



18 19

21 22 20 23 24

RANGEOV 220 V30
FUNCTION LINE20M VOLTS OHMS TIME TEMPC *** TRENIX

DM43

POSSON 1475
OSCILLOSCOPE BELAVTOITEON

VOLTS / DIV
BOLBRIGGERSOOSLEVEL

VRE
WA W X2DC

28 A AND BTIME / DIVDELAY TIME

( 11

N

VERTMODEON
SARE oa

ORO HORUSOSPLAYVOLTS / DIV ESBEROX ADS COMPUNG SC A TRIDGE
NEX Auto

AC
STEN NAM

DC ERT
30are 8.8

TOMOLQOFFWANMINE CALIBRATOR
INTENSON FOCUS SRL

ALUM MES3888POSITION 30
8185177

12 13 14 15 16 17 1739-5

Fig . 3. Display and DM 43 / DM40 cont rols , connectors and indicators .
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19. Probe Connector Deleted on DM40 . Input

connector for the temperature probe only .

DISPLAY

11. Internal Grat icule - Elim inates parallax . Riset ime ,

amplitude and measurement points are indicated at the

left - hand grat icule edge .

12. BEAM FINDER Compresses the display to

within the grat icule area independent ly of display posit ion

or applied signals and provides a visible viewing level .

20. Readout Negat ive polari ty indicat ion is

automat ic for negat ive dc voltage and temperature with no

polari ty indicat ion for posit ive measurement . A blinking

display indicates overrange. The decimal point is posit ion

ed by the FUNCTION and RANGE controls for mult imeter

operat ion and the osci lloscope A TIME/ DIV switch in the

TIME mode .13. INTENSITY

display

Controls brightness of the crt

14. FOCUS - Adjusts for opt imum display definit ion .
21. RANGE � Selects from .2 V to 1.2 kV dc in 5 ranges

( 1200 volts is the maximum safe input in the 1.2 kV dc

mode ) ; from 200 ohms to 20 megohms in 6 ranges .6

15. SCALE ILLUM � Controls grat icule i llum inat ion ..

16. ASTIG � Used in conjunct ion with the FOCUS

control to obtain a well -defined display . It does not require

readjustment in normal use .

22. FUNCTION Selects VOLTS , OHMS , TIME or

TEMP ( � C) , except the DM40 lacks the TEMP ( � C)

funct ion .

17. TRACE ROTATION

the horizontal grat icule lines .

Adjusts t race to align with
23. TIME ms and us Lamps � Indicates measurement

t ime . There is a m illisecond lamp and a m icrosecond lamp ;

no lamp lit indicates seconds .
DM43 / DM40

18. Input Connectors � Two banana jacks provide +

( red ) and COM ( black ) inputs for voltage and resistance

only .

24. TIME ZERO � Resets the TIME readout to zero at

any reference point on the osci lloscope ’ A’ sweep in the

TIME mode .

REV. B. SEPT 1974 475 and DM43 / DM40 Operators 7



TRIGGER

TIME
ms TERRONE

ZERO OM 43

25. TRIG MODE Determ ines the mode of t rigger

operat ion for A Sweep .
DATOS OORUM SIE SINONLEVEL

RE

* 83
A.TIME/ DIVDELAY TIME

26

AUTO: Sweep is init iated by the applied t rigger signal .

In the absence of an adequate t rigger signal , or if the

t rigger repet it ion rate is less than about 20 hertz , the

sweep free runs and provides a bright reference trace .

27DISHLAR
88

SOURCE ATRICEER
AUTO LEVACAN

25

NORM : Sweep is init iated by the applied t rigger signal .

In the absence of an adequate t rigger signal , there is no

t race . When the t rigger rate is too low for AUTO use
NORM .

NON 2

OYO SA
WONOLDOF

CALSBRATOR
M MASPU

POSITION
3185177 SINGL SWP: When this pushbut ton is pushed , the A

Sweep operates in the single sweep mode . After a single

sweep is displayed , further sweeps cannot be presented

unt i l the SINGL SWP but ton is again pushed . It is useful

when the signal to be displayed is not repet it ive or varies in

amplitude , shape or t ime causing an unstable conven

t ional display . It can also be used to photograph a

nonrepet it ive signal .

29 28

1739-6

Fig . 4. Trigger cont rols , connectors , and indicators .
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26. READY Lamp Indicates A Sweep is " armed "

and , upon receipt of an adequate t rigger signal , wi ll

present a single- sweep display .

AC: Signals are capacit ively coupled to the input of the

t rigger generator . Dc is rejected and signals below about

60 Hz are at tenuated .

27. TRIG Lamp � Indicates that A Sweep is t riggered

and will produce a stable display . It is useful for set t ing up

the t rigger circuits when a t rigger signal is avai lable

without a display on the crt ( for example , when using

external t riggers ) .

LF REJ : Signals are capacit ively coupled to the input

of the t rigger circuit . Dc is rejected and signals below

about 50 kHz are at tenuated . It is useful for providing a

stable display of the high - frequency components of a

complex waveform .

28. A TRIG HOLDOFF � Provides cont inuous cont rol

of t ime between sweeps . Allows triggering on aperiodic

signals ( such as complex digital words ) . In the fully

clockwise posit ion ( B ENDS A) , A sweep is reset at the end

of B sweep to provide the fastest possible sweep repet it ion

rate for delayed - sweep presentat ions and low - repet it ion

rate signals . Use the A trigger cont rols for the best

possible display before using the A TRIG HOLDOFF
control .

HF REJ : Signals are capacit ively coupled to the input

of the t rigger circuit . Dc is rejected and signals below

about 60 Hz and above about 50 kHz are at tenuated . It is

useful for providing a stable display of the low - frequency

components of a complex waveform .

DC : All components of a t rigger signal are coupled to the

input of the t rigger circuit . It is useful for providing a stable

display of low - frequency or low - repet it ion rate signals ,

except the combinat ion of the ALT ( dual t race ) mode with

the t rigger SOURCE switch in NORM .

29. COUPLING � Determ ines method used to couple

signals to the t rigger generator circuit .

REV. B , SEPT 1974 475 and DM43 / DM40 Operators 9



30. SLOPE Selects the slope of the t rigger signal

that starts the sweep .32 31TIME
ZERO dM43

30
DELAY TIMEPONER

t i Sweep can be t riggered from the posit ive -going

port ion of a t rigger signal .
DLYReis

8168 LEYE

REU
NEREDE CH

3 A BTIME / DIV* BELAY TIME 33 - Sweep can be t riggered from the negat ive -going

port ion of a t rigger signal .

HORIZDISPLAY 2
* Correct SLOPE set t ing is important in obtaining a

display when only a port ion of a cycle is being displayed .
SO * TAGSE 31MUY ATS 20LEVE

REN ON DR2
LINE

30BS EX

A TRIO HOLDOFANCALIBRATOR
NE

28POSITION 36
B85177

33

31. LEVEL Selects the amplitude point on the

t rigger signal at which the sweep is t riggered . It is usually

adjusted for the desired display after t rigger SOURCE,

COUPLING and SLOPE have been selected .

32

1739-7

Fig . 5. Trigger cont rols , connectors , and indicators .
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32. SOURCE Determ ines the source of the t rigger

signal coupled to the input of the t rigger circuit .

the line frequency or when it is desirable to provide a

stable display of a line- frequency component in a complex
waveform .

NORM : Trigger source is displayed signal ( s ) . It does

not indicate t ime relat ionship betwen CH 1 and CH 2

signals . However , stable t riggering of nont ime related

signals usually can be obtained by set t ing VERT MODE to

ALT, SOURCE to NORM and COUPLING to LF REJ .

Carefully adjust LEVEL for a stable display .

EXT: Signals connected to the External Trigger Input

connectors are used for t riggering . External signals must

be t ime - related to the displayed signal for a stable display .

It is useful when the internal signal is too small or contains

undesired signals that could cause unstable t riggering . It

is useful when operat ing in CHOP Mode .

CH 1 : A sample of the signal available in Channel 1 is

used as a t rigger signal.CH 2 signal is unstable if i t is not

t ime related .

EXT = 10 ( A Trigger circuit only ) : External t rigger

signal is at tenuated by a factor of 10 .

CH 2 : A sample of the signal av in Channel 2 is

used as a t rigger signal.CH 1 signal is unstable if i t is not

t ime related

STARTS AFTER DELAY ( B Trigger circuit only ) : B

Sweep runs immediately after the delay t ime selected by

the DELAY- TIME POSITION control .

LINE ( A Trigger circuit only ) : A sample of the power

line frequency is used as a t rigger signal . It is useful when

the input signal is t ime - related ( mult iple or submult iple ) to

33. External Trigger Inputs

external t rigger signals .

Input connectors for

REV . B. SEPT 1974 475 and DM43 / DM40 Operators 11



ANDHORIZONTAL, CALIBRATOR,

POWER( 41XB(
20

38

TIME TEXTHON
DM 43

34. FINE/ POSITION � Posit ions the display horizon

tally for A Sweep and B Sweep .
ZERO A3TERE DEBELAY 3

US
41

SELAT CE BLOGGER
A VEETA

BA
SOM

37

� �

35. X10 MAG Increases displayed sweep rate by a

factor of 10. It extends fastest sweep rate to 1 nano

second / division . The magnified sweep is the center

division of the unmagnified display ( 0.5 division either side

of the center grat icule line ) .

40
**
3

288 A XUSTIME/ OIVDELAY TIME

39 44

38
36. HORIZ DISPLAY Determ ines the mode of

operat ion for the horizontal deflect ion system .
AZDISNEY

ONE***
COUPLING ATRICE

36
43AUTO SEVWORM w .. A : Horizontal deflect ion provided by A Sweep at a

sweep rate determ ined by the set t ing of the A TIME/ DIV

switch . B sweep is inoperat ive .

EN
02UNE
EXT
*

NEN

SeeSUP
ATLIG MOLDOFFNICCALIBRATOR

23

POSITION 393 AWAL
8185117

MIX : The first part of the horizontal sweep is displayed

at a rate set by the A TIME/ DIV switch and the lat ter part of

the sweep at a rate set by the B TIME/ DIV switch . Relat ive

amounts of the display allocated to each of the two sweep

rates are determ ined by the set t ing of the DELAY-TIME
POSITION control .

35 34 42
1739-8

A INTEN : The sweep rate is determ ined by the A

TIME/ DIV switch . An intensified port ion appears on the

display during the B Sweep t ime , which is about 10 t imesFig . 6. Horizontal , calibrator , and power .
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the B TIME/ DIV switch set t ing . This switch posit ion

provides a check of the durat ion and posit ion of the B

Sweep ( delayed sweep ) with respect to the A Sweep
( delaying sweep ) .

It extends the slowest A Sweep rate to at least 1.25

seconds / division . The A Sweep rate is calibrated when the

cont rol is set fully clockwise to the calibrated detent .

B DLYD : The sweep rate is determ ined by the B

TIME/ DIV switch with the delay t ime determ ined by the

set t ing of the DELAY TIME ( A TIME/ DIV) switch and the

DELAY-TIME POSITION control .

39. UNCAL Lamp Indicates the A Sweep rate is

uncalibrated ( VAR control out of the calibrated detent ) .

40. X10 MAG Lamp � Indicates that the X10 magnifier
is on .

41a . DELAY TIME POSITION Provides variable

sweep delay to more than 10 t imes the delay t ime indicated

by the A TIME/ DIV switch .

37a . A AND B TIME/ DIV AND DELAY TIME � A

TIME/ DIV switch ( clear plast ic skirt ) selects the sweep

rate of the A Sweep circuit for A sweep only operat ion and

selects the basic delay t ime ( to be used by the DELAY

TIME POSITION control ) for delayed sweep operat ion . B
TIME/ DIV switch ( pull out and rotate to unlock ) selects the

sweep rate for the B Sweep circuit for delayed sweep

operat ion only . A VAR control must be in the calibrated

detent for calibrated A Sweep rates . When both TIME/ DIV

switches are fully counterclockwise to the X - Y posit ion ,

the horizontal ( X -axis ) display is the CH 1 input .

41b . DM43 / DM40 DELAY TIME POSITION The

control operates in the same manner as 41a . above . When

the DM43 or DM40 is in the TIME mode , the DELAY- TIME

POSITION control , in conjunct ion with the ZERO reset
but ton , measures t ime between any two points on the

osci lloscope display .

37b . DM43 / DM40 A AND B TIME/ DIV AND DELAY

TIME � The controls operate in the same manner as 37a .
above . The A TIME/ DIV switch also cont rols the TIME

lamps and decimal point locat ion when the DM43 / DM40 is
in the TIME mode .

42. CALIBRATOR A combinat ion current

loop / square -wave voltage output that perm its the

operator to compensate voltage probes and check vert ical

gain , current probes and osci lloscope operat ion . It is not

intended to verify t ime - base calibrat ion .

43. POWER Turns inst rument power on and off .

38. VAR � Provides cont inuously variable sweep rates

between the calibrated set t ings of the A TIME/ DIV switch .

44. LOW LINE Lamp � Indicates that the applied line

voltage is below the lower lim it of the regulat ing range

selected by the Regulat ing Range Selector .

REV. B , SEPT 1974 475 and DM43 / DM40 Operators 13



REAR PANEL

53

45

45. A +GATE � Provides a posit ive -going rectangular

pulse coincident with the A Sweep t ime , which can be

used to t rigger the signal source ( with TRIG MODE switch

set to AUTO) .MOO

SEXSONS
BEAVERION ORLD 834

AGATE
8000 6.SVN

46
UWATTS (MAX ) 100

AMPS MAX ) 1.2
AT USV 60HZ

15A FAST 315VFUSE 20A FAST 230V
GATE

500 6.5V 51

46. B +GATE � Provides a posit ive - going rectangular

pulse coincident with the B Sweep t ime , which can be

used to t rigger the signal source after a selected delay

t ime , providing that A Sweep is t riggered internally .
1952907 SWITCH INSIDE

SWESTRUMENT RIGHT SIDE, REAA , PROBE POWER
47

CH2 VERTSIGNAL OUT
500 20mV / DIV52 47. CH 2 VERT SIGNAL OUT � Provides a sample of

the signal applied to the CH 2 input connector .48� � 03-02238.254
M 306 125288 -252
LO 38-123188-242

50-440M2
LINE FUSE INSIDE

EZ AXIS 15POSITIVE GOING INPUT
ABOVE GROUND
DECREASES INTENSITY

PROBE POWER 48. EXT Z -AXIS � Perm its intensity modulat ion of the

crt display . Does not affect display waveshape . Signals

with fast rise and fall provide the most abrupt intensity

change . Signals must be t ime - related to the display for a

stable display . Useful for adding t ime markers in un

calibrated modes of operat ion .
50 49

1739-9 -49. Line Fuse Holder Contains the line fuse and the

regulat ing range selector . See Table 1 for change informa

t ion .
Fig . 7. Rear panel cont rols , connectors , and indicators .
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50. Regulat ing Range Selector - Shown in Medium

regulat ing range . See Table 1 for change informat ion .

53. MOD SLOTS � A number in either slot indicates

the inst rument contains an opt ion or other modificat ions .

51. PROBE POWER � Power source for act ive probe

systems .

SIDE PANEL

52. Line Cord � Makes the connect ion between the

osci lloscope and the power source . The cord may be

convenient ly stored by wrapping it around the feet on the

rear panel .

54. LINE VOLTAGE SELECTOR SWITCH ( located on

the right - hand side ) � Selects either 115 V or 230 V

nominal line voltage .

REV. B , SEPT 1974 475 and DM43 / DM40 Operators 15



BASIC OSCILLOSCOPE

DISPLAYS

These inst ruct ions perm it the operator to obtain the

most commonly used basic displays .

Horizontal

TIME/ DIV Switches Locked together at 1 ms .

A TIME/ DIV VAR Calibrated detent .

HORIZ DISPLAY A

X10 MAG Off ( but ton out )

POSITION Midrange

NORMAL SWEEP DISPLAY

1. Set the cont rols as follows :

Display

Fully counterclockwise .INTENSITY
Vert ical

VERT MODE

VOLTS/ DIV

VOLTS/ DIV VAR

AC- GND- DC

Vert ical POSITION

100 MHz- 20 MHz BW

CH 1

Posit ioned determ ined by

amplitude of signal to be

applied .

Calibrated detent .

AC

Midrange .

Not lim ited ( yellow band

not visible ) .

But ton out .

Trigger

( Both A and B if applicable )

SLOPE + .

LEVEL .

SOURCE NORM .

COUPLING AC

TRIG MODE ( A only ) AUTO.

A TRIG HOLDOFF NORM .INVERT
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2. Pull the POWER switch ( on ) . Connect the signal to

the CH 1 input connector .

MAGNIFIED SWEEP DISPLAY

1. Obtain a Normal Sweep Display .

3. Adjust the INTENSITY control for the desired

display brightness . If the display is not visible with the

INTENSITY control at m idrange , press the BEAM FINDER

pushbut ton and adjust the CH 1 VOLTS/ DIV switch to

reduce the vert ical display size . Center the compressed

display with the vert ical and horizontal POSITION con

trols ; release the BEAM FINDER pushbut ton .

2. Adjust the horizontal POSITION control to move the

area to be magnified to within the center grat icule division

( 0.5 division on each side of the center vert ical grat icule

line ) . It may be necessary to change the TIME/ DIV switch

set t ing .

4. Set the CH 1 VOLTS/ DIV switch and vert ical

POSITION control to locate the display within the display
area .

3. Push the X10 MAG switch ( on ) and adjust the

horizontal POSITION control for precise posit ioning of

the magnified display . Divide the TIME/ DIV set t ing by 10

to determ ine the magnified sweep rate .

DELAYED SWEEP DISPLAY
5. Adjust the A Trigger LEVEL control for a stable

display .

1. Obtain a Normal Sweep Display .

6. Set the A TIME/ DIV switch and the horizontal

POSITION control to locate the display within the display

area . Then adjust the FOCUS control as needed .

2. Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to A INTEN and the

B Trigger SOURCE switch to STARTS AFTER DELAY.
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3. Pull out the B TIME/ DIV switch knob and turn

clockwise so the intensified zone on the display is the

desired length . Adjust the INTENSITY control for the

desired display brightness .

2. Pull out the B TIME/ DIV switch knob and turn

clockwise to the desired sweep rate . Adjust the INTEN

SITY control for the desired display brightness .

4. Adjust the DELAY-TIME POSITION control to move

the intensified zone to the port ion of the display to be

delayed

3. Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to MIX . The display

now contains more than one t ime factor on the horizontal

axis . The first port ion of the display is at the A Time Base

sweep rate and the lat ter part is at the B Time Base sweep

rate . The start of the B Time Base port ion of the display

can be changed by adjust ing the DELAY- TIME POSITION

control .
5. Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to B DLY’D . The

intensified zone on the display noted in steps 3 and 4 is

now displayed in delayed form . The delayed sweep rate is

indicated by the dot on the B TIME/ DIV switch knob .
X-Y DISPLAY

1. Preset the inst rument cont rols as given in step 1 of

Normal Sweep Display , then turn the inst rument power

on . Allow several m inutes for inst rument warm - up .

6. For a delayed sweep display with less j i t ter , set the B

Trigger SOURCE switch to the same posit ion as the A

Trigger SOURCE switch and adjust the B Trigger LEVEL

control for a stable display . If the A Trigger SOURCE

switch is in the LINE posit ion , a sample of the line voltage

will have to be supplied to the B Trigger circuit externally

via the B Trigger external t rigger connector .

2. Set the TIME/ DIV switches to X - Y and the VERT

MODE switch to CH 2. Apply the vert ical signal to the CH 2

OR Y input connector and the horizontal signal to the CH 1

OR X input connector .

MIXED SWEEP DISPLAY

1. Obtain a Normal Sweep Display .

3. Advance the INTENSITY control unt i l the display is

visible . If the display is not visible with the INTENSITY

18 475 and DM43 / DM40 Operators
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approximately the same amplitude and frequency as the

random signal .

cont rol at m idrange , press the BEAM FINDER pushbut ton

and adjust the CH 1 and CH 2 VOLTS/ DIV switches unt i l

the display is reduced in size , both vert ically and horizon

tally . Center the compressed display with the POSITION

controls ( CH 2 POSITION vert ically , CH 1 POSITION
horizontally ) ; release the BEAM FINDER pushbut ton .

Adjust the FOCUS control for a well -defined display.

2. Push the SINGL SWP but ton on the A TRIG MODE

switch . The next t rigger pulse starts the sweep and

displays a single t race . If no t riggers are present , the

READY lamp lights , indicat ing the A Sweep Generator
circuit is set and wait ing to be t riggered .

SINGLE SWEEP DISPLAY

1. Obtain a Normal Sweep Display . For random

signals , set the t rigger circuit to t rigger on a signal that is

3. After the sweep is complete , the circuit is " locked

out " and the READY lamp is out . Press the SINGL SWP

but ton to prepare the circuit for another single - sweep

display .
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DM43/ DM40 DISPLAYS

AND MEASUREMENTS

3. Reduce the range , using the following table , unt i l a

proper readout is obtained .

Except for the t ime funct ion , the DM43 ( or DM40 ) is

independent ly usable anyt ime the osci lloscope is turned

on . The t ime funct ion is discussed in the Oscilloscope

Applicat ions and Measurements sect ion of this manual

under Delayed or Mixed Sweep Measurements .
TABLE 2

Resistance Ranges

RESISTANCE RANGE READOUT MEASUREMENT

20 � � 20.00-02.00 20 M22-2M2

CAUTION 2 M2 2.000� 0.200 2 M12-200 k92

200 k2 200.0� 20.00 200 k12-20 k12

20 � � 20.00-02.00 20 � � - 2 � �

2 � � - 200 �2 ks2 2.000� 0.200

The meter may be damaged by at tempt ing to

measure voltage if the meter is in the resistance

mode of operat ion ( OHMS FUNCTION but ton push

ed in ) and the applied voltage is in excess of 120 V
rms .

200 12 200.0� 000.0 200 � -0�

1. Push in the OHMS FUNCTION but ton and the 20

M2 RANGE but ton . See Fig . 8 .

A blinking readout on any range , when connected to

any unknown resistance , indicates an overrange condi

t ion and a need to select a higher range .

2. Connect the + and COM leads to the unknown

resistance .

A blinking readout , when meter leads are disconnected

is normal .
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I
+ ( RED)

COM ( BLACK )

536

RESISTANCE
INPUT FUNCTION SELECTION

wowowo

RANGE SELECTION
465 / DM - O - 2

Fig . 8. Resistance.
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VOLTS
3. Reduce the range , using the following table , unt i l a

proper readout is obtained .

CAUTION

NOTE

The maximum safe input voltage is � 500 V (dc +

peak ac ) for the 200 mV and 2 V ranges , and � 1200 V

( dc + peak ac ) for the 20 V , 200 V and 1.2 kV ranges ;

between the + and COM inputs or between the +

input and chassis .

When no voltage is applied in the 20 V to 1.2 kV

ranges , the readout is 0000 and individual readout

elements may blink . Also , noise picked up by the

meter leads may increase the readout in the .2 V and

2 V ranges .

The maximum COM float ing voltage is � 500 V ( dc +

peak ac) to chassis .

A blinking readout on any range indicates an

overrange condit ion and a need to select a higher

range.
The meter may be damaged by at tempt ing to

measure voltage if the meter is in the resistance

mode of operat ion and the applied voltage is in
excess of 120 V rms .

TABLE 3

Volts Ranges
If the reading exceeds 1200 V or the readout blinks

( indicat ing overrange) disconnect the + lead at once

to prevent possible meter damage.
RANGE READOUT MEASUREMENT

1.2 kV 1.200� 0.200 1.2 kV- 200 V1. Push in the VOLTS FUNCTION but ton and the 1.2

KV RANGE but ton . See Fig . 9 . 200 V 200.0� 020.0 200 V� 20 V

20 V 20.000-02.00 20 V -2 V

2 V 2.000� 0.200 21� .2V2. Connect the COMMON lead to the reference point

( usually a ground or test point ) and the HIGH lead to the

unknown voltage to be measured and observe the reading .
200 mV 0.200� 0.000 .2V -OV
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+ ( RED )

COM ( BLACK )

VOLTAGE
INPUT

FUNCTION SELECTION
REFERENCE

wwod

SMO

RANGE SELECTION

465 / DM - O- 3

Fig . 9. Volts .
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TEMPERATURE ( For DM43 only )
NOTE

CAUTION

Temperature accuracy is affected by several factors

such as the angle of contact between the probe and

the device to be measured , a thermal gradient, heat

removed from the device by the probe, radio

frequency signals present , etc.
The maximum safe voltage on the measurement

surface is E400 V ( dc + peak ac ) above chassis

ground .
These items and other probe informat ion are in the

probe manual , which should be reviewed .

The sensor t ip is fragi le and may break if dropped or

subjected to excessive st ress . Force exerted on the

sensor t ip should not exceed 20 pounds .
Accuracy Check

If the reading exceeds -55 � C or + 150 � C, remove

the probe at once to prevent probe damage.

The DM43 is calibrated to its original probe , giving

accurate readings within 2 � C for examples that follow .
The DM43 should be recalibrated to any replacement
probe .

1. Push in the TEMP ( � C) FUNCTION but ton . See Fig .
10 .

In the following checks , use an accurate thermometer

to verify water temperature . Anything in solut ion affects

the melt ing temperature and the boiling point is affected

by changes in alt i tude and barometric pressure .

2. Apply the temperature probe to the device to be

measured so the flat surface of the probe t ip mates against

the device to be measured and observe the reading . See

Table 4 to convert the reading from cent igrade to
fahrenheit .

Low Temperature

Allow a container ( preferably insulated ) of crushed ice
to melt unt i l there are only a few pieces of ice remaining .
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NOT
THIS

APPLY SILICONE GREASE
TO THE SURFACE TO BE
MEASURED ( WHEN POSSIBLE) .

1

PROBE
TEMPERATURE

SENSOR TIP

THIS

d

TEMPERATURE FUNCTION

PROBE
INPUT

www.domen

W000

465 / DM -0-4

Fig . 10. Temperature.
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TABLE 4

CENTIGRADE TO FAHRENHEIT CONVERSION

-

CENTIGRADE

FAHRENHEIT
a

CENTIGRADE
50

HHHHFAHRENHEIT

-50 -40 -30 -20 -10

htyhythihihihih

- 50 -40 -30 -20 -10 10 20 30

10 20 30 40

ht ht tp

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

50 60 70 80 90 100

ht Vile

130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210

100 110 120 130 140 150

With

220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300

CENTIGRADE

FAHRENHEIT

CENTIGRADE

FAHRENHEIT
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Put the probe t ip into the water , avoiding the side or

bot tom of the container . Wait for the readout to stabi lize ,

indicat ing the probe has reached the water temperature .

High Temperature

Bring water to a slow boil ( to prevent splat tering ) . Put

the probe t ip into the water , avoiding the side or bot tom of

the container . Wait for the readout to stabi lize , indicat ing

the probe has reached the water temperature .
The readout should be -2 to 2. There should be ice

remaining after the test to verify that insert ing the probe

did not raise the water temperature .
The readout should be between 98 and 102 for clean

water at sea level .
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APPLICATIONS AND

MEASUREMENTS

Refer to Basic Oscilloscope Displays as needed to

obtain correct displays .

applied to the amplifier input . The precharge network also

provides a measure of protect ion to the external circuit ry

by reducing the current levels that can be drawn from the

external circuit ry during capacitor charging .
PRELIMINARY

The following procedure should be used whenver the

probe t ip is connected to a signal source having a different

dc level than that previously applied .

Signal Ground

The most reliable signal measurements are made when

the osci lloscope and the unit under test are connected

togther by a common reference ( ground ) lead in addit ion

to the signal lead or probe . The ground st rap on the signal

probe provides the best ground . Also , a ground lead can

be connected to the ground banana jack on the os

cilloscope chassis to establish a common ground with the

signal source .

1. Before connect ing the probe t ip to a signal source ,

set the Input Coupling switch to GND .

2. Touch the probe t ip to osci lloscope chassis ground .

Wait several seconds for the Input Coupling capacitor to

discharge .

3. Connect the probe t ip to the signal source .

Input Coupling Capacitor Precharging

In the GND posit ion , the input signal is connected to

ground through a one- megohm resistor to form a

precharging network . This network allows the Input

Coupling capacitor to charge to the average de voltage

level of the signal applied to the probe . Thus , any large

voltage transients accidentally generated will not be

4. Wait several seconds for the Input Coupling

capacitor to charge .
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5. Set the Input Coupling Switch to AC. The display
will remain on screen so the ac component of the signal
can be measured in the normal manner .

Obtain a Normal Sweep Display presentat ion of the

calibrator square- wave voltage . Set the appropriate
VOLTS/ DIV switch to . 1 V posit ion and the Input Coupling

to DC. Check the waveform presentat ion for overshoot or
rolloff , and if necessary , readjust compensat ion for flat

tops on the waveforms . See Fig . 11.Refer to probe manual

for method of compensat ing the probe being used .

OPERATOR’S ADJUSTMENT

AND CHECKS

To verify measurement accuracy , perform the follow
ing checks and adjustments before making a measure
ment . See the Calibrat ion sect ion of the Service Manual
for calibrat ion informat ion .

CORRECT
FLAT100

90

V

Trace Rotat ion Adjustment

( Normally not required . ) Obtain a Normal Sweep
Display using only steps 1 through 3. Set the CH 1 Input

Coupling switch to GND to display a free- running t race
with no vert ical deflect ion . Adjust the TRACE ROTATION

( screwdriver adjustment located below the crt grat icule )

to align the t race with the center horizontal grat icule line .

OVER COM
PENSATED

( OVERSHOOT)

10

UNDER COM
PENSATED

( ROLLOFF )
J 4�

Probe Compensat ion

( One of the greatest sources of operator error . ) Most

at tenuator probes are equipped with adjustments to

ensure opt imum measurement accuracy . Probe compen
sat ion is accomplished as follows :

465 / DM - 0-5

Fig . 11. Probe compensat ion .
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9.8 TO 10.2

6.53 TO 6.79

Vert ical Gain Check

Obtain a Normal Sweep Display presentat ion of the

calibrator square-wave voltage . Set the appropriate

VOLTS/ DIV switch to the 50 mV posit ion and the Input

Coupling switch to DC. Make sure the VAR VOLTS/ DIV

cont rol is in the calibrated detent . Check that the vert ical

deflect ion is 5.8 to 6.2 divisions .

100
90

10

Basic 475 Tim ing Check ( 60 Hertz Line Only )

Obtain a Normal Display . Set the A TIME/ DIV switch to

the 5 ms posit ion . Set the A Trigger SOURCE switch to

LINE. Push the TRIG VIEW switch and hold it in . This

displays a sample of the line voltage . Use the A Trigger

LEVEL control to vert ically posit ion the top of the display

to within the display area . Use the horizontal posit ion

cont rol to posit ion the left peak to the left grat icule edge

( see Fig . 12 ) . Verify the horizontal distance between the

first and the fourth peaks is 9.8 to 10.2 divisions . If the

fourth peak is not visible , verify the horizontal distance

between the first and the third peaks is 6.53 to 6.79

divisions .

1738-14

Fig . 12. Basic 475 t im ing check .

DM43 / DM40 Tim ing Check (60 Hertz Line Only )

Do the Basic 475 Tim ing Check given in the previous

step .

Leave the cont rols as for the Basic 475 Tim ing Check

except as follows . Set the B TIME/ DIV switch to 5 us . Set

the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to A INTEN . Set the B Trigger

SOURCE switch to STARTS AFTER DELAY. Adjust the

INTENSITY control for a visible intensified zone .
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Push the TRIG VIEW switch and hold it in to obtain the

same display as for Basic 475 Tim ing Check . Use the

DELAY TIME POSITION control to move the intensified

zone so it starts at the first posit ive going port ion that

crosses the center horizontal grat icule line ( see Fig . 13 ,

Point A) . Push the ZERO but ton on DM43 / DM40 to set the

readout to zero . Use the DELAY TIME POSITION control

to move the intensified zone to the second posit ive going

port ion of the display crossing the center horizontal

grat icule line ( see Fig . 13 , Point B ) . Verify that the readout

is 16.44 to 16.89 and the ms lamp is li t .

External Horizontal Gain Check

( If X -Y operat ion is to be used . ) Use steps 1 through 3 of

the Basic Oscilloscope Displays procedure for obtaining a

Normal Sweep Display of the calibrator square -wave

voltage waveform ; then , set the TIME/ DIV switch to X-Y.

With the calibrator signal connected to the CH 1 OR X

input connector and the CH 1 VOLTS/ DIV switch set to 50

mV , the crt display should be two dots separated

horizonally by 5.75 to 6.25 divisions .

100

90 � B

PEAK-TO- PEAK VOLTAGE

MEASUREMENTS AC
10

�

Obtain a Normal Display . Make sure the VAR

VOLTS/ DIV cont rol is in the calibrated detent . Vert ically

posit ion the display so the lower port ion coincides with a

horizontal grat icule line ( see Fig . 14 Point A) . Horizontally

posit ion the display so one of the upper peaks coincides

with the center vert ical grat icule line ( see Fig . 14 , Point B ) .

Measure the vert ical deflect ion from peak - to - peak ( Point

A to Point B) .

1738-15

Fig . 13. DM43 / DM40 t im ing check .
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POSITION TO
CENTER LINE

Mult iply the vert ical deflect ion just measured by the

VOLTS/ DIV switch set t ing . Also include the at tenuat ion

factor of the probe if the probe does not have a scale

factor switching connector .

100 B
90

-
EXAMPLE: The peak - to- peak vert ical deflect ion

measured is 4.6 divisions ( see Fig . 14 ) with a VOLTS/ DIV

switch set t ing of .5 .
A

w

VERTICAL
DEFLECTION

Using the formula :
10

...
- Volts

Peak - to - peak

vert ical

deflect ion X

( divisions )

VOLTS/ DIV

set t ing

MEASURE AMPLITUDE
FROM A TO B

1738-16 Subst itut ing the given values :

Fig . 14. Peak -to - peak voltage of a waveform .
Volts Peak - to - Peak = 4.6 X 0.5 V = 2.3 volts .

NOTE

INSTANTANEOUS VOLTAGE

MEASUREMENTS - DCIf the amplitude measurement is cri t ical or if the

t race is thick as a result of hum and / or noise on the

signal, a more accurate measurement can be ob

tained by measuring from the top of a peak to the top

of a valley. This will subt ract the t race thickness from
the measurement .

Obtain a Normal Display . Make sure the VAR

VOLTS/ DIV cont rol is in the calibrated detent .

32
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NEGATIVE REFERENCE LINE C

To determ ine the polari ty of the voltage to be

measured, set the input coupling switch to GND and

vert ically posit ion the baseline to the center of the crt . Set

the input coupling switch to DC. If the waveform moves to

above the center of the crt , the voltage is posit ive . If the

waveform moves to below the center of the crt , the voltage

is negat ive .

100
90 B

VERTICAL
DEFLECTIONSet the input coupling switch to GND and posit ion the

baseline to a convenient reference line . For example , i f the

voltage to be measured is posit ive , then posit ion the

baseline to the bot tom grat icule line .

10
1

MEASURE
AMPLITUDE

A TO B
OR

NEGATIVE
AMPLITUDE

� � � �

A
465 / DM - 0-7

Switch the Input Coupling Switch to DC. Measure the

divisions of vert ical deflect ion between the reference line

and the desired point on the waveform ( see Fig . 15 ) .

Mult iply the vert ical deflect ion by the VOLTS/ DIV switch

set t ing . Include the at tenuat ion factor of the probe if the

probe does not have a scale- factor switching connector .

Fig . 15. Instantaneous voltage measurement.

Using the formula :

Instan

taneous

Voltage

vert ical

distance
( divisions )

X polari ty �
VOLTS/

DIV

set t ingEXAMPLE: The vert ical distance measured is 4.6

divisions ( see Fig . 15 ) , the waveform is above the

reference line , and the VOLTS/ DIV switch is set to 2 . Subst itut ing : = 4.6 X +1 X 2 V = 9.2 volts .=
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If a negat ive voltage is to be measured , posit ion the

t race to the top grat icule line and measure from C to B ( see

Fig . 15 ) .

The following general precaut ions should be observed

when using the ADD mode .

1. Do not exceed the input voltage rat ing of the

osci lloscope .The ground reference line can be checked at any t ime

by switching to the GND posit ion .

This method can also be used to measure one voltage

with respect to another . Posit ion one of the voltage levels

to a convenient reference line . Measure the divisions of

vert ical deflect ion between the reference line and the

other voltage level . Subst i tute this value in the formula just

given .

2. Do not apply signals that exceed an equivalent of

about eight t imes the VOLTS/ DIV switch set t ings . For

example , with a VOLTS/ DIV switch set t ing of 0.5 , the

voltage applied to that channel should not exceed about

four volts . Larger voltages may distort the display .

ALGEBRAIC ADDITION A common use of the ADD mode is to provide a dc

offset for a signal riding on a dc level .

In the ADD posit ion of the VERT MODE switch , the

waveform displayed is the algebraic sum of the signals

applied to the CH 1 and CH 2 inputs ( CH 1 + CH 2 ) . If the

CH 2 INVERT switch is pushed , the waveform displayed is

the difference of the signals applied to the CH 1 and CH 2

inputs ( CH 1 - CH 2 ) . The total deflect ion factor in the

ADD mode is equal to the deflect ion factor indicated by

either VOLTS/ DIV switch ( when both VOLTS/ DIV

switches are set to the same posit ion ) .

EXAMPLE: The Channel 1 signal is on a 3 division ,

posit ive dc level ( using the center line as zero volts ) . See

Fig . 16A. Mult iply 3 divisions by the VOLTS/ DIV switch

set t ing to determ ine the dc- level value . Apply a negat ive

dc level (or a posit ive level using the CH 2 INVERT switch ) ,

of the value determ ined , to Channel 2 input . See Fig . 16B .

The ADD mode puts the resultant display within the

operat ing range of the POSITION controls .
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WITH
100 100 100 ,90 90 90

POSITIVE LEVEL

unA
OV OV

NEGATIVE OFFSET10
1 1010

1
. (

( C ) RESULTANT DISPLAY( A) CHANNEL 1 SIGNAL
WITH 3 DIVISIONS OF
POSITIVE DC LEVEL.

( B ) CHANNEL 2 DISPLAY
WITH 3 DIVISIONS OF
NEGATIVE OFFSET.

465 / DM - O- 19

Fig . 16. Algebraic addit ion .

COMMON- MODE REJECTION EXAMPLE: The signal applied to the CH 1 input

contains unwanted line frequency components ( see Fig .

17A. ) . To remove the undesired components use the

following procedure.

1. Connect a line frequency signal to the CH 2 input.

The ADD mode can be used to display signals that

contain undesirable components . These undesirable

components can be elim inated through common mode

reject ion . The precaut ions given under algebraic addit ion

should be observed .

2. Set the VERT MODE switch to ALT and the CH 2

INVERT switch to on ( but ton in ) . Adjust the CH 2
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VOLTS/ DIV and VAR VOLTS/ DIV cont rols so the CH 2

display is about the same amplitude as the undesired

port ion of the CH 1 display ( see Fig . 17A) .

1
CH 1 SIGNAL

WITH UNWANTED
LINE FREQUENCY 100

COMPONENT 90

++++
-

3. Set the VERT MODE switch to ADD . Slight ly

readjust the CH 2 VAR VOLTS/ DIV cont rol for maximum

cancellat ion of the undesired signal component ( see Fig .

17B ) .

10CH 2 SIGNAL
FROM LINE

FREQUENCY
SOURCE

( INVERTED )

AMPLITUDE COMPARISON

MEASUREMENTS

( A) CH 1 AND CH 2 SIGNALS.

100
90

If comparisons of an unknown signal with a reference

signal are repet it ious ( e.g. , on an assembly line test ) i t is

possible to obtain more accurate easily read

measurements if the VAR VOLTS/ DIV cont rol is adjusted

to set the reference signal to an exact number of divisions .

The unknown signal can then be quickly and easily

compared with or adjusted to an exact number of

divisions .

T11 - - U

SIGNAL WITH
LINE FREQUENCY

COMPONENT
CANCELED

OUT - 1I- 1 - -- 1

10

.. Other unknown signals may be measured without

disturbing the set t ing of the VAR VOLTS/ DIV cont rol by

establishing a vert ical conversion factor and an arbit rary

deflect ion factor . The amplitude of the reference signal

must be known before a vert ical conversion factor can be

established .

( B ) RESULTANT SIGNAL. 1738-19

Fig . 17. Common -mode reject ion .
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Determ ine the vert ical conversion factor using this
formula :

reference signal amplitude ( volts )
Vert ical vert ical VOLTS / DIV

Conversion deflect ion X switch
Factor ( divisions ) set t ing

EXAMPLE: The reference signal amplitude measured

is 30 volts with a VOLTS/ DIV switch set t ing of 5 and the

VAR VOLTS/ DIV cont rol adjusted to provide a vert ical

deflect ion of 4 divisions .
=

Subst itut ing these values in the vert ical conversion

factor formula :Determ ine the arbit rary deflect ion factor using the

formula :
30

4 X 5 V
1.5

Arbit rary Vert ical

Deflect ion = Conversion X
Factor Factor

Vert ical

Conversion

Factor

VOLTS/ DIV

switch

set t ing

Then with a VOLTS/ DIV switch set t ing of 1 , the peak

to - peak amplitude of an unknown signal , 5 divisions high

can be determ ined by using the signal amplitude formula :

To measure the amplitude of an unknown signal , set the

VOLTS/ DIV switch to a set t ing that provides sufficient

vert ical deflect ion to make an accurate measurement . Do

not readjust the VAR VOLTS/ DIV cont rol . Measure the

vert ical deflect ion in divisions and calculate the amplitude

of the unknown signal using the following formula :

Signal Amplitude : = 1 V X 1.5 X 5 = 7.5 volts .

Signal
Amplitude

Arbit rary Vert ical

deflect ion X deflect ion
factor ( divisions )

= TIME - DURATION MEASUREMENTS

or

Vert ical

Conversion X

Factor

Signal

Amplitude

VOLTS/ DIV

Switch

Set t ing

Obtain a Normal Sweep display . Be sure the VAR

TIME/ DIV cont rol is set to the calibrated detent . Set the

TIME/ DIV switch for a single event and posit ion the

display to place the t ime measurement points to the center

horizontal grat icule line ( see Fig . 18 ) .

Vert ical

X deflect ion

( divisions )
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Using the formula :

Time

Durat ion

=100
90

horizontal
Time/ Div

distance �
set t ing

( divisions )

magnificat ion

Subst itute the given values :

Time

Durat ion
= 8.3 X 2 ms = 16.6 m illiseconds10

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

HORIZONTAL
DISTANCE

Time Durat ion measurements can be used to determ ine

the frequency of a recurrent signal as follows :1738-20

Fig . 18. Time durat ion . 1. Measure one cycle of the waveform as described in

Time- Durat ion Measurements .

Measure the horizontal distance between the t ime

measurement points . Mult iply the distance measured by

the set t ing of the TIME/ DIV switch . If sweep magnificat ion

is used , divide this answer by 10 .

2. Take the reciprocal of the t ime durat ion to deter

m ine the frequency .

EXAMPLE: The frequency of the signal shown in Fig .

18 , which has a t ime durat ion of 16.6 m illiseconds is :9
EXAMPLE: The distance between the t ime measure

ment points is 8.3 divisions ( see Fig . 18 ) and the TIME/ DIV

switch is set to 2 ms with the magnifier off .
Frequency

- 1

t ime durat ion

1

16.6 ms
60 hertz
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RISETIME MEASUREMENTS

( B
100

90
Riset ime measurements use the same methods as t ime

durat ion measurements , except the measurements are

made between the 10 % and 90 % points of the waveform .

Fallt ime is measured between the 90 % and 10 % points on

the t rai ling edge of the waveform .

A

SIGNAL
AMPLITUDE

MEASURE
TIME FROM

� � � �

10
Obtain a Normal Sweep Display . Use a sweep speed

set t ing that displays several cycles or events ( if possible )

and be sure the VAR TIME/ DIV cont rol is in the calibrated

detent . Set the VOLTS/ DIV switch and VAR control ( or

signal amplitude ) for exact ly a five/ division display . Set

vert ical posit ioning so the display bot tom touches the %

grat icule line and the display top touches the 100 %

grat icule line .

HORIZONTAL
DISTANCE

465 / DM - O- 13

Fig . 19. Riset ime.

Set the TIME/ DIV switch for a single-event display and

horizontally posit ion the display so the 10 % point of the

waveform intersects the second vert ical grat icule line ( see

Fig . 19 ) .

EXAMPLE: The horizontal distance between the 10 %

and 90 % points is 5 divisions ( see Fig . 19 ) and the

TIME/ DIV switch is set to 1 us .

Using the t ime durat ion formula to find riset ime :

Measure the horizontal distance between the 10 % and

90 % points and mult iply the distance measured by the

set t ing of the TIME/ DIV switch .

Time
Durat ion

( riset ime )

horizontal
distance

( divisions )

X TIME/ DIV

set t ing
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Subst itut ing the given values : CHANNEL 1 ( REFERENCE) CHANNEL 2

Riset ime = 5 X 1 us = 5 m icroseconds

100
90

TIME-DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

TWO PULSES FROM

DIFFERENT SOURCES

50 %
AMPLITUDE

LEVEL
� .B MEASURE

TIME FROM
A TOB

�
A

10
1

Obtain a Normal Sweep Display . Make sure the VAR

TIME/ DIV cont rol is in the calibrated detent . Set the A

Trigger SOURCE switch to CH 1. Connect the reference

signal to CH 1 and the comparison signal to CH 2. Connect

the signals to the input connectors using probes or cables

with equal t ime delay . HORIZONTAL
DIFFERENCE

465 /DM - O - 14

Set the VERT MODE switch to either CHOP or ALT. In

general , CHOP is more suitable for low - frequency signals

and the ALT posit ion is more suitable for high - frequency

signals . Center each of the displays vert ically ( see Fig . 20 ) .

Fig . 20. Time difference between two pulses from different

sources .

Using the formula :

Time

Difference

Measure the horizontal difference between the two

signals . Mult iply the measured difference by the set t ing of

the TIME/ DIV switch ; i f sweep magnificat ion is used ,

divide this answer by 10 .

horizontal
Time/ Div

X difference
set t ing

( divisions )

magnificat ion

Subst itut ing the given values :

EXAMPLE: The TIME/ DIV switch is set to 50 us , the

MAG switch to X10 and the horizontal difference between

waveforms is 4.5 divisions ( see Fig . 20 ) .

Time
Difference

50 us X 4.5

10
- 22.5 m icroseconds
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TIME COMPARISON MEASUREMENTS Determ ine the arbit rary deflect ion factor using this

formula :

Arbit rary horizontal

Deflect ion = conversion X
Factor factor

TIME/ DIV

switch

set t ing
If comparisons of an unknown signal with a reference

signal are repet it ious (e.g. , on an assembly line test ) i t is

possible toto obtain more accurate, easi ly read

measurements if the VAR TIME/ DIV cont rol is adjusted to

set the reference signal to an exact number of divisions .

The unknown signal can then be quickly and easily

compared with , or adjusted to , an exact number of

divisions .

To measure the t ime durat ion of an unknown signal , set

the TIME/ DIV switch to a set t ing that provides sufficient

horizontal deflect ion to make an accurate measurement.

Do not readjust the VAR TIME/ DIV cont rol . Measure the

horizontal deflect ion in divisions and calculate the t ime

durat ion using the formula :

Time

Durat ion

Other unknown signals may be measured without

disturbing the set t ing of the VAR TIME/ DIV cont rol by

establishing a horizontal conversion factor and an ar

bit rary deflect ion factor . The t ime durat ion of the

reference signal must be known before a horizontal

conversion factor can be established .

arbit rary horizontal

deflect ion X deflect ion

factor ( divisions )

or

Time

Durat ion

horizontal

conversion X

factor

TIME/ DIV

switch

set t ing

horizontal

X deflect ion

( divisions )
Determ ine the horizontal conversion factor using this

formula :

Horizontal

Conversion
Factor

reference signal t imedurat ion ( seconds)
Horizontal VOLTS /DIV

deflect ion X switch

( divisions ) set t ing

EXAMPLE: The reference signal frequency measured

is 455 hertz ( t ime durat ion : 2.19 milliseconds ) with a

TIME/ DIV switch set t ing of 2 ms , and the VAR TIME/ DIV

cont rol adjusted to provide a horizontal deflect ion of eight

=
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divisions . Subst i tut ing these values in the horizontal

conversion factor formula :

switch set t ing . This produces an intensified zone about 0.5

division in length .

Horizontal

Conversion

Factor

2.19 m illiseconds
0.2 X 8

1.37
With the HORIZ DISPLAY switch set to A INTEN , use

the DELAY TIME POSITION dial to move the intensified

zone to the first pulse ( see Fig . 21A) .

Then with a TIME/ DIV switch set t ing of 50 us , the t ime

durat ion of an unknown signal that completes one cycle in

seven horizontal divisions , can be determ ined by using the
t ime durat ion formula :

Time Durat ion 50 us X 1.37 X 7 = 480 us

Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to B DLY’D . Adjust the

DELAY TIME POSITION dial to move the pulse ( or rising

port ion ) to some vert ical reference line ( see Fig . 21B ) .

Note the set t ing of the DELAY TIME POSITION dial . Turn

the DELAY TIME POSITION dial clockwise to move the

second pulse to the same vert ical reference line ( if several

pulses are displayed , return to A INTEN to locate the

correct pulse ) . Do not change the set t ings of the horizon

tal POSITION and FINE controls . Note the set t ing of the

DELAY TIME POSITION dial .

This answer can be converted to frequency by taking

the reciprocal of the t ime durat ion ( see applicat ions on

Determ ining Frequency ) .

BASIC 475

DELAYED OR MIXED SWEEP

TIME MEASUREMENTS

The delayed sweep modes can be used to make

more accurate t ime measurements .

Determ ine the t ime difference using the following

formula :

Time Difference

Time Difference Between Repet it ive Pulses ( Basic

475 )

Obtain a Delayed Sweep Display . If possible , set the B

TIME/ DIV switch 20 t imes faster than the A TIME/ DIV

second
dial

set t ing

first

dial

set t ing

delay t ime
X A TIME/ DIV

switch

set t ing
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Example . Assume the first dial set t ing is 1.31 and the

second dial set t ing is 8.81 with the A TIME/ DIV switch set

to 0.2 us ( see Fig . 21) .
TIME

DIFFERENCE
100
90

( A B Using the formula :

HAH HHHHHH
Time Difference =

10
INTENSIFIED

ZONE

second dial

set t ing

first dial

set t ing

delay t ime

X ( A TIME/ DIV

set t ing )
�
�

( A) A DISPLAY Subst itut ing the given values :
VERTICAL

REFERENCE LINE

Time Difference ( 8.81 � 1.31) X 0.2 us .

100
90

The t ime difference is 1.5 m icroseconds .

+++++++++++++ +++++ HHHHHHH

A OR B

10

Time Durat ion Measurements ( Basic 475 )

Obtain a Delayed Sweep Display . Set the A TIME/ DIV

switch to display a single event . Be sure the VAR
TIME/ DIV cont rol is in the calibrated detent . For the most

accurate measurement , set the B TIME/ DIV switch to the

fastest sweep speed that gives a usable ( visible ) inten

sified zone . Vert ically posit ion the display to place the t ime

measurement points to the center horizontal grat icule line
( see Fig . 22 ) .

( B ) B DLY’D DISPLAY 1738-23

Fig . 21. Time difference between repet it ive pulses .
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Subst itute the DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ings

into the t ime difference formula to obtain the t ime

durat ion
INTENSIFIED

ZONE100
90

AA BB EXAMPLE: The TIME/ DIV switch is set to 2 ms and

the B TIME/ DIV switch is set to .1 ms .

10
MEASURE
TIME
FROM A TO BO ..

The DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ing at Point A

( Fig . 22 ) is 1.20 . The DELAY TIME POSITION dial at Point

B ( Fig . 22 ) is 9.53 . To find the t ime durat ion use the

formula :
HORIZONTAL

DISTANCE

465 / DM - 0-9
Time

Difference

Time

Durat ion
=

Fig . 22. Time durat ion between points on a waveform . second
dial

set t ing

first
dial

set t ing

delay t ime

X ( A TIME/ DIV)

( set t ing )

I

Subst itut ing the given values :

Use the DELAY TIME POSITION dial to move the start

( left - hand edge ) of the intensified zone to just touch the

intersect ion of the signal and the center horizontal

grat icule line ( see Fig . 22 Point A) . Note the DELAY TIME

POSITION dial set t ing . Time Durat ion
=

[ 9.53 � 1.50 ] x 2 ms = 16.66 ms

Use the DELAY TIME POSITION dial to move the start

of the intensified zone to the second t ime measurement

point ( see Fig . 22 Point B ) . Note the DELAY TIME

POSITION dial set t ing .

Frequency ( Basic 475 )

The frequency of a recurrent signal can be calculated

by taking the reciprocal of the t ime durat ion of one event.
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EXAMPLE: The t ime durat ion of one event ( Point A to

Point B , Fig . 22 ) is 16.66 m illiseconds .

Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to A INT and the B

Trigger SOURCE to STARTS AFTER DELAY. Set the B

TIME/ DIV switch 20 t imes faster than the A TIME/ DIV

switch ( when possible ) .

Using the formula:

Frequency
1

t imedurat ion
Use the DELAY TIME POSITION dial to move the

intensified zone to the CH 1 pulse . Set the HORIZ

DISPLAY switch to B DLY’D . Readjust the DELAY TIME

POSITION dial to move the CH 1 pulse or rising port ion to

some vert ical reference line ( see Fig . 23B ) . Note the

DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ing .

Subst i tut ing the given values :

Frequency
= 1

16.66 ms
60 hertz

Use the DELAY TIME POSITION dial to move the CH 2

pulse or rising port ion to the same reference line . Again

note the DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ing .

Time Difference Between Two Pulses From

Different sources ( Basic 475 )

Make sure the VAR TIME/ DIV cont rol is in the

calibrated detent . Set the A Trigger SOURCE switch to CH

1. Connect the reference signal to CH 1 and the com

parison signal to CH 2. Connect the signals to the input

connectors using probes or cables with equal t ime delay .

Subst i tute the DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ings in

the t ime difference formula to find the t ime difference .

Set the VERT MODE switch to either CHOP or ALT. In

general , CHOP is more suitable for low - frequency signals

and the ALT posit ion is more suitable for high - frequency

signals . Center each of the displays vert ically ( see Fig .

23A) .

EXAMPLE: The A TIME/ DIV switch is set to 50 us and

the B TIME/ DIV switch is set to 2 us . Use the DELAY TIME

POSITION dial to move the CH 1 pulse to the reference

line . The DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ing is 2.60 .
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CHANNEL 1 ( REFERENCE) CHANNEL 2
VERTICAL REFERENCE

LINE

B CH 2 SIGNAL

100 100
90 90

CH 1 SIGNAL50%
AMPLITUDE

LEVEL MEASURE
TIME
FROM A TO BINTENSIFIED

ZONE
CH .1 SIGNAL

A 10 10 A FOR CH 1
B FOR CH 2(

1
HORIZONTAL
DIFFERENCE

465 / DM - O- 10

Fig . 23. Time difference between two pulses from different sources .

Use the DELAY TIME POSITION dial to move the CH 2

pulse to the reference line . The DELAY TIME POSITION

dial set t ing is 7.10 .

Time

difference
=

second

dial

set t ing

first

dial

set t ing

delay t ime

X A TIME/ DIV

set t ing

Subst itut ing the given values :

To find the t ime difference use the formula : Time Difference = [ 7.10 - 2.60 ] X 50 us = 225 us
= =
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Riset ime ( Basic 475 )
INTENSIFIED ZONE

Riset ime measurements use the same methods as t ime

durat ion measurements , except the measurements are

made between the 10 % and 90 % points of the waveform .

Fallt ime is measured between the 90 % and 10 % points on

the t rai ling edge of the waveform .

100
90

SIGNAL
AMPLITUDE

+
MEASURE
TIME
FROM A TO B

10
Use a sweep speed set t ing that displays several cycles

or events ( if possible ) and be sure the VAR TIME/ DIV

cont rol is in the calibrated detent . Set the VOLTS/ DIV

switch and the VAR control ( or signal amplitude ) for

exact ly a five- division display . Set vert ical posit ioning so

the display bot tom touches the % grat icule line and the

display top touches the 100 % grat icule line .

HORIZONTAL
DISTANCE

465 / DM - O - 11

Fig . 24. Riset ime.Set the A TIME/ DIV switch for a single- event display

and horizontally posit ion the display so the 10 % point of

the waveform intersects the second vert ical grat icule line

( see Fig . 24 ) . Set the B TIME/ DIV switch to the fastest

sweep speed that provides a usable ( visible ) intensified
zone . Use the DELAY TIME POSITION dial to move the start

of the intensified zone to just touch the intersect ion of the

signal and the 90 % grat icule line ( see Fig . 24 , Point B ) .

Note the DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ing .Use the DELAY-TIME POSITION dial to move the start

of the intensified zone ( left - hand edge ) to just touch the

intersect ion of the signal and the 10 % grat icule line ( see

Fig . 24 , Point A) . Note the DELAY TIME POSITION dial

set t ing .

Subst i tute the DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ings in

the t ime difference formula to find the riset ime .
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EXAMPLE: The A TIME/ DIV switch is set to 1 ms . The

DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ing at point A ( Fig . 24 ) is

2.50 . The DELAY TIME POSITION dial set t ing at point B

( Fig . 24 ) is 7.50 . To find the riset ime use the formula :

DLY’D mode is the most accurate and therefore

recommended mode of making different ialdifferent ial t ime

measurements .

Time

Difference
= Rise

t ime

second

dial

set t ing

first

dial

set t ing

delay t ime

X A TIME/ DIV

set t ing

DM43 / DM40 DELAYED OR MIXED

SWEEP TIME

MEASUREMENTS

Most measurements of t ime , t ime- durat ion , frequency ,

t ime difference and riset ime are more easily performed

using the TIME funct ion of the DM43 / DM40 and the

delayed -sweep mode of the osci lloscope .
Subst i tut ing the given values :

Riset ime
=

[ 7.50 � 2.50 ] X 1 us = 5 m icroseconds .

Mix ( Basic 475 )

For the MIX mode of operat ion , the same general

procedures can be used . With the first part of the display at

a sweep rate set by the A TIME/ DIV switch and the second

part of the display at a sweep rate set by the B TIME/ DIV

switch , it is not necessary to switch display modes to

ensure locat ion of the correct pulse .

Time Difference Between Repet it ive Pulses

( DM43 / DM40 )

Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to A INT and the B

Trigger SOURCE to STARTS AFTER DELAY. When

possible set the B TIME/ DIV switch set t ing 20 or more

t imes faster than the A TIME/ DIV switch set t ing . Posit ion

the display as shown in Fig . 25A. Use the DELAY-TIME

POSITION knob to move the intensified port ion to the first

pulse .

Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to B DLY’D . Adjust the

DELAY-TIME POSITION knob to move the pulse ( or rising

port ion ) to some vert ical reference ( see Fig . 25B ) . Push

the ZERO but ton on the DM43 / DM40 to set the readout to

zero .

However , inaccuracies are int roduced into the

measurement by the t ransit ion from A to B sweeps . The B
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TIME
DIFFERENCE

Turn the DELAY-TIME POSITION knob clockwise to

posit ion the second pulse to this same point ( i f several

pulses are displayed , return to the A INT posit ion to locate

the correct pulse ) . The readout display and the TIME

lamps indicate the value measured .
100

90

B

HATH

A
I

EXAMPLE: The A TIME/ DIV switch is set to 2 ms and

the B TIME/ DIV switch is set to .1 ms . Use the DELAY

TIME POSITION knob to move point A ( see Fig . 25 ) to the

reference line and push the ZERO but ton on the

DM43 / DM40 . Use the DELAY TIME POSITION knob to

move point B to the reference line . The readout is 12 and

the ms lamp is li t .

10
INTENSIFIED

ZONE
�
�
�

( A) A DISPLAY VERTICAL
REFERENCE LINE

100
90

Time Durat ion ( DM43 / DM40 )

Be sure the VAR TIME/ DIV cont rol is set to the

calibrated detent . Set the A TIME/ DIV switch for a single

event and the B TIME/ DIV switch 20 t imes faster ( when

possible ) . The most accurate readings are obtained when

the B TIME/ DIV switch is set to the fastest sweep speed

that gives a usable ( visible ) intensified zone . Posit ion the

display to place the t ime measurement points to the center

horizontal line ( see Fig . 26 ) .

A OR B

10
1

Use the DELAY-TIME POSITION knob to move the

intensified zone ( left - hand edge ) to just touch the in

tersect ion of the signal and the center horizontal line .

Push the ZERO but ton on the DM43 / DM50 to set the

readout to zero .

( B ) B DLY’D DISPLAY 1738-23

Fig . 25. Time difference between repet it ive pulses .
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INTENSIFIED
ZONE

EXAMPLE: The TIME/ DIV switch is set to 2 ms and

the B TIME/ DIV switch is set to 1 ms . The ZERO but ton is

pushed at A ( see Fig . 26 ) .100
90

A

q

B The DELAY-TIME POSITION knob sets the start of the

intensified port ion to B.

10
MEASURE
TIME
FROM A TOB

The readout is 16.6 and the ms lamp is li t ..

HORIZONTAL
DISTANCE

Frequency ( DM43 / DM40 )

Time measurements can be used to determ ine the

frequency of a recurrent signal as follows :
465 / DM - O- 9

Fig . 26. Time durat ion .

described in1. Measure one cycle of the waveform

Time- Durat ion Measurements .

Use the DELAY-TIME POSITION knob to move the

intensified zone so its start just touches the second t ime

measurement point .

2. Take the reciprocal of the t ime durat ion to deter

m ine the frequency .

EXAMPLE: The frequency of the signal shown in Fig .

26 , which has a t ime durat ion of 16.6 m illiseconds is :

1 1
Frequency 60 hertz

t ime durat ion 16.6 ms
The readout display and the TIME lamps indicate the

value measured .

=
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and the ALT posit ion is more suitable for high - frequency
signals . Center each of the displays vert ically ( see Fig .

27A) .

Time Difference Between Two Pulses From

Different sources ( DM43 / DM40 )

Make sure the VAR TIME/ DIV cont rol is in the

calibrated detent . Set the A Trigger SOURCE switch to CH

1. Connect the reference signal to CH 1 and the com

parison switch to CH 2. Connect the signals to the input

connectors using probes or cables with equal t ime delay .

Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to A INT and the B

Trigger SOURCE to STARTS AFTER DELAY. Set the B

TIME/ DIV switch 20 t imes faster than the A TIME/ DIV

switch ( when possible ) . Use the DELAY-TIME POSITION

knob to move the channel 1 pulse ( or the rising port ion ) to
some vert ical reference line ( see Fig . 27B ) . Push the ZERO

but ton on the DM43 / DM40 to set the readout to zero .

Set the VERT MODE switch to either CHOP or ALT. In

general , CHOP is more suitable for low- frequency signals

CHANNEL 1 ( REFERENCE) CHANNEL 2 VERTICAL REFERENCE
LINE

B CH 2 SIGNAL
100100

90 90

CH 1 SIGNAL50%
AMPLITUDE

LEVEL MEASURE
TIME

FROM A TO BINTENSIFIED
ZONE CH . 1 SIGNAL

A 10 A FOR CH 1
B FOR CH 2

1
HORIZONTAL
DIFFERENCE 1

465 / DM - O - 10

Fig . 27. Time difference between two pulses from different sources .
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Turn the DELAY-TIME POSITION knob clockwise to

posit ion the Channel 2 pulse to this same point . The

readout display and the TIME lamps indicate the value

measured .

switch and the VAR control ( or signal amplitude ) for

exact ly a five-division display . Set vert ical posit ioning so

the display bot tom touches the % grat icule line and the

display top touches the 100 % grat icule line .

EXAMPLE: The A TIME/ DIV switch is set to 50 us and

the B TIME/ DIV switch is set to 2 us . Use the DELAY-TIME

POSITION knob to posit ion the Channel 1 signal to some

vert ical reference line ( see Fig . 27B ) . The ZERO but ton is

pushed at A ( for Channel 1 ) .

Set the A TIME/ DIV switch for a single -event display

and horizontally posit ion the display so the 10% point of

the waveform intersects the second vert ical grat icule line

( see Fig . 28 ) . Set the B TIME/ DIV switch to the fastest

set t ing that provides a usable (visible) intensified zone .

INTENSIFIED ZONEThe DELAY-TIME POSITION knob sets the Channel 2

signal to the same vert ical reference line ( see Fig . 27B ) .

100
The readout is 22.5 and the us lamp is li t . 90

SIGNAL
AMPLITUDE

MEASURE
TIME
FROM A TO B

10

Riset ime ( DM43 / DM40 )

Riset ime measurements use the same methods as t ime

durat ion measurements , except the measurements are

made between the 10 % and 90 % points of the waveform .

Fallt ime is measured between the 90 % and 10 % points on

the t rai ling edge of the waveform .

..

HORIZONTAL
DISTANCE

465 / DM - O - 11

Use a sweep speed set t ing that displays several cycles

or events ( if possible ) and be sure the VAR TIME/ DIV

cont rol is in the calibrated detent . Set the VOLTS/ DIV Fig. 28. Riset ime.
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DELAYED OR MIXED

SWEEP MAGNIFICATION

Use the DELAY-TIME POSITION knob to move the

intensified zone start ( left - hand edge ) to just touch the

intersect ion of the signal and the 10 % grat icule line ( see

Fig . 28 ) . Push the ZERO but ton so the DM43 / DM40 sets

the readout to zero .

Use the DELAY-TIME POSITION knob to move the

intensified zone so its start just touches the 90 % grat icule
line .

The readout is 5.00 and the ms lamp is li t .

The delayed sweep features of the 475 can be used to

provide higher apparent magnificat ion than is provided by

the X10 MAG switch . The sweep rate of the delayed sweep

( B sweep ) is not actually increased ; the apparent

magnificat ion is the result of delaying the B sweep an

amount of t ime selected by the A TIME/ DIV switch and the

DELAY-TIME POSITION control before the display is

presented at the sweep rate selected by the B TIME/ DIV

switch . The following method uses the STARTS AFTER

DELAY posit ion of the B Trigger SOURCE switch to allow

the delayed port ion to be posit ioned with the DELAY

TIME POSITION control . If there is too much j i t ter in the

delayed display , use the Triggered B Sweep mode of

operat ion .

Mix ( DM43 / DM40 )

For the MIX mode of operat ion , the same general

procedures can be used . With the first part of the display at

a sweep rate set by the A TIME/ DIV switch , and the second

part of the display at a sweep rate set by the B TIME/ DIV

switch , it is not necessary to switch display modes to

ensure locat ion of the correct pulse .
Magnified Sweep Starts After Delay

1. Connect the signal to either input connector . Set the

VERT MODE switch to display the channel used .However , inaccuracies are int roduced into the

measurement by the t ransit ion from A to B sweeps . The B
DLY’D mode is the most accurate and therefore the

recommended mode of making different ial t ime

measurements .

2. Set the VOLTS/ DIV switch to produce a display

about four divisions in amplitude .
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3. Set the A TIME/ DIV switch to a sweep rate which

displays the complete waveform . INTENSIFIED ZONE
TO BE MAGNIFIED

100
90

4. Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to A INT and the B

Trigger SOURCE switch to STARTS AFTER DELAY.

5. Posit ion the start of the intensified zone with the

DELAY-TIME POSITION control to the part of the display

to be magnified .

10

( A) A INTENSIFIED DISPLAY
6. Set the B TIME/ DIV switch to a set t ing which

intensifies the full port ion to be magnified . The start of the

intensified zone remains as posit ioned above ( see Fig .

29A) .
100

90

7. Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch to B DLY’D to

magnify the port ion of A sweep that is intensified ( see Fig .

29B ) .

10
18. Time measurements can be made from the display

in the convent ional manner . The sweep rate is determ ined

by the set t ing of the B TIME/ DIV switch .

( B ) B DELAYED DISPLAY 1738-31
9. The apparentapparent sweep magnificat ion can be

calculated by dividing the A TIME/ DIV switch set t ing by

the B TIME/ DIV switch set t ing . Fig . 29. Delayed sweep magnificat ion .
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EXAMPLE: The apparent magnificat ion of a display

with an A TIME/ DIV switch set t ing of .1 ms and a B

TIME/ DIV switch set t ing of 1 us is :

2. Set the B Trigger SOURCE switch to the same

posit ion as the A Trigger SOURCE switch .

Apparent

Magnificat ion

( Delayed

Sweep )

A TIME/ DIV set t ing
B TIME/ DIV set t ing

3. Adjust the B LEVEL control so the intensified zone

on the t race is stable . ( If an intensified zone cannot be

obtained , see step 4.)7

Subst i tut ing the given values :

Apparent
Magnificat ion

1 X 10-4

1 X 10

4. Inabili ty to intensify the desired port ion indicates

that the signal does not meet the t riggering requirements .

If the condit ion cannot be remedied with the B Triggering

cont rols or by increasing the display amplitude ( lower

VOLTS/ DIV set t ing ) , t rigger B Sweep externally .
The apparent magnificat ion is 100 t imes .

Triggered Delayed Sweep Magnificat ion

The delayed sweep magnificat ion method just describ

ed may produce too much j i t ter at high apparent

magnificat ion ranges . Operat ing the B Sweep in a

t riggered mode provides a more stable display since the

delayed display is t riggered at the same point each t ime .

5. When the correct port ion is intensified , set the

HORIZ DISPLAY switch to B DLY’D . Slight readjustment

of the B LEVEL control may be necessary for a stable

display .

1. Set up the display as given in steps 1 through 6

under " Magnified Sweep Starts After Delay " .

6. Measurements are made and magnificat ion factors

are calculated as in the STARTS AFTER DELAY mode

previously given .
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PHASE DIFFERENCE

MEASUREMENTS

CHANNEL 1
( REFERENCE)

CHANNEL 2
( LAGGING)

100
90

Use either the CHOP or ALT mode . Set the A Trigger

SOURCE switch to CH 1. The reference signal should

precede the comparison signal in t ime . Use coaxial cables

or probes that have equal t ime delay to connect the signals

to the input connectors .

B

MEASURE
TIME FROM

� � � �

A

10
O HORIZONTAL

DIFFERENCE

If the signals are of opposite polari ty , set the INVERT

pushbut ton to invert the Channel 2 display ( signals may be

of opposite polari ty due to 180 � phase difference ; if so ,

take this into account in the final calculat ion ) . Set the CH 1

and CH 2 VOLTS/ DIV switches and the CH 1 and CH 2

VAR controls so the displays are equal in amplitude .

8 DIVISIONS
( 3600 )

465 / DM - 0-15

Fig . 30. Phase difference.
Set the TIME/ DIV switch for about a one- cycle

waveform . Posit ion the display and turn the A VAR

TIME/ DIV cont rol for 1 reference signal cycle in exact ly

eight divisions ( see Fig . 30 ) . Each division of the grat icule

represents 45 � of the cycle ( 360 � = 8 divisions =

45 � / division ) . The sweep rate can be stated in terms of

degrees as 45 � / division .

EXAMPLE: The horizontal difference is 0.6 division

with a sweep rate of 45 � / division as shown in Fig . 30 .

Using the formula :
Measure the horizontal difference between correspon

ding points on the waveforms and mult iply the distance

measured ( in divisions ) by 45 � / division ( sweep rate ) to

obtain the amount of phase difference .

Phase

Difference

horizontal

difference X

divisions

sweep

( degrees / div )
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Subst itut ing the given values :
CHANNEL 1

( REFERENCE)
CHANNEL 2

Phase Difference = 0.6 X 45� = 27� .
=

100
90

( B
HIGH RESOLUTION PHASE

DIFFERENCE MEASUREMENTS MEASURE
TIME FROM

A TOB
A

Make more accurate phase measurements by in

creasing the sweep rate ( without changing the A VAR

TIME/ DIV cont rol ) by using the X10 MAG mode . Delayed

sweep magnificat ion may also be used ( see Fig . 31 ) .

10
1

( ) .

HORIZONTAL
DIFFERENCE

465 / DM - O- 16EXAMPLE: If the sweep rate were increased 10 t imes

with the magnifier , the magnified sweep rate would be 45 �

� 10 = 4.5 � / division . Fig . 31 shows the same signals as

used in Fig . 30 but with the X10 MAG switch set to X10 .

With a horizontal difference of 6 divisions , the phase
difference is :

Fig . 31. High resolut ion phase difference .

Phase

Difference

horizontal magnified

= difference X sweep rate

( divisions ) ( degrees / div )

Subst i tut ing the given values :

Phase Difference = 6 X 4.5� = 27� .
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PULSE JITTER

MEASUREMENTS

MEASURE
TIME FROM

A TOB

100
90

A
Be sure the VAR TIME/ DIV switch is in the calibrated

detent . Set the B TIME/ DIV switch to intensify the full

rising port ion of the pulse . Set the HORIZ DISPLAY switch

to B DLY’D .

( �B

10

Pulse j i t ter is shown by horizontal movement of the

pulse and includes the inherent j i t ter of the Delayed

Sweep ( see Fig . 32 ) . Mult iply the distance by the B

TIME/ DIV switch set t ing to obtain pulse j i t ter t ime .
JITTER

1738-34

Fig . 32. Pulse j i t ter .
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OPERATOR’S

SPECIFICATIONS

Refer to the service manual for complete specificat ions .

Specificat ions given are for an operat ing range of � C to

+40 � C unless otherwise stated .

Posit ive- Going Step Aberrat ions : Less than +3 %, -3 %,

not to exceed 3 % peak - to - peak , excluding the ADD mode .

VERTICAL
Common - Mode Reject ion Rat io ( ADD Mode with CH 2

Inverted ) : At least 10 : 1 at 20 MHz for common mode

signals of 6 divisions or less with GAIN adjusted for best

CMRR at 50 kHz .
Deflect ion Factor Accuracy : Within 3 % in

calibrated posit ion .

Input Gate Current : 0.5 nA or less ( 0.1 div at 5

mV/ DIV) , from -15 � C to +30 � C .
Frequency Response : Dc to at least 200 MHz for CH 1

and CH 2. Ac -coupled , low - frequency response is 10 Hz or

less . Use of a 10x probe extends frequency response to 1
Hz .

Channel Isolat ion : At least 100 : 1 at 25 MHz .

CHOP Mode Repet it ion Rate : Approximately 250 kHz .

Riset ime: 1.75 nanoseconds or less ( calculated from

0.35 = bandwidth in MHz ) .

Maximum Input Voltage: Dc coupled , 250 V ( dc + peak

ac ) or 500 Vp - p ac at 1 kHz or less ,; ac coupled , 500 V ( dc +

peak ac ) or 500 V p - p ac 1 kHz or less .

Cascaded Operat ion ( CH 2 OUT into CH 1)

sensit ivi ty : At least 1 mV/ DIV. Bandwidth is dc to at least

50 MHz , with CH 1 OUT connected to CH 2 Input , ac

coupled , using a 50 12,42 - inch BNC cable , term inated in 50

12 at CH 2 Input .
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TRIGGERING

Sensit ivi ty

Ac Coupled Signal : 0.3 div internal or 50 mV external ,

from 60 Hz to 25 MHz ; increasing to 1.5 div . internal or 150

mV external at 100 MHz .

Level Cont rol Range In Ext

At least + and -2 V, 4 V p - p ; EXT = 10 is at least + and

-20 V, 40 V p - p .

Trigger View

Deflect ion Factor : About 50 mV/ div in EXT and about

500 mV/ div in EXT = 10 .LF REJ Coupled Signal : 0.5 div internal or 100 mV

external , from 50 kHz to 25 MHz ; increasing to 1.5 div

internal or 300 mV external at 100 MHz . At tenuates signals

below about 50 kHz . Riset ime : 5 ns or less .

HF REJ Coupled Signal : 0.5 div internal or 50 mV

external , from 60 Hz to 50 kHz . At tenuates signals below
about 50 Hz and above about 50 kHz .

Trigger Centering Point : Within 1.0 division of screen

center .

DIFFERENTIAL TIME

MEASUREMENT ( BASIC 475 )DC Coupled Signal : 0.3 div internal or 50 mV external ,

from dc to 25 MHz ; increasing to 1.5 div internal or 150 mV
external at 100 MHz .

Accuracy for Measurements Greater than One Major

Dial Division : Within +1% from +15 � C to +35 � C. Within

+1.5% from -15 � C to +55 � C.EXT = 10 Signal : Amplitude requirements are mul

t iplied by 10 .

External Trigger Input

Maximum Input Voltage: 250 V ( dc + peak ac ) or 250 V

p - p ac ( 1 kHz or less ) .

Accuracy for Measurements Less than One Major Dial

Division : Within � 0.01 major dial divisions from +15 � C to

+35 � C. Within +0.02 major dial divisions from -15 � C to

+55 � C.
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DIFFERENTIAL TIME

MEASUREMENT ( DM43 / DM40 )

Calibrated Delay Time ( VAR control to

CAL) : Cont inuous from 0.2 us to at least 5 seconds after

the start of A ( delaying ) sweep .

Accuracy: +15 � C to +35 � C ; within 0.75 % of reading ,

+1 count . -15 � C to +55 � C; within 1.25 % of reading , +1

count .

X -Y

X -Axis Sensit ivi ty ( X10 MAG turned off ) : Same as the

vert ical system .

Zero Reference : Int ial Reset , 0000 , +1 digit .

X -Axis Bandwidth : Dc to at least 4 MHz , with a 10

division reference signal .HORIZONTAL

and Y- Axis
Sweep Rate Accuracy : Within 2 %, unmagnified , and

3 % magnified , from +20 � C to +30 � C for A and B Sweeps .

Phase Difference Between X

Amplifiers : Within 3 � from dc to 50 kHz .

Deflect ion Accuracy : Within 4%.
Mixed Sweep Accuracy : Within 2 % plus the measured

A Sweep inaccuracy, when viewing the A port ion only . B

Sweep port ion remains the same as above . CALIBRATOR

Output Voltage : 0.3 V within 1 % and within 0.3 % from

+20 � C to +30 � C.Trigger Holdoff Variable: Increases A Sweep holdoff

t ime by at least a factor of 10 .

Output Current : 30 mA within 2 % from +20 � C to

+30 � C.

Delay.Time Jit ter : 1 part , or less , in 50,000 ( 0.002 %) of

10 t imes the A TIME/ DIV switch set t ing . Repet it ion Rate : About 1 kHz .
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Z AXIS INPUT RESISTANCE DM43 / DM40

Sensit ivi ty : Not iceable intensity modulat ion , at normal

intensity set t ings , by a 5 V p - p signal . A posit ive -going

signal decreases intensity .

Maximum Safe Input Voltage: 120 V rms between +

and COM inputs .

Frequency Range ( Usable ) : Dc to 50 MHz . Resistance Accuracy : 20 k 2 , 200 ks2 , and 2 M12

ranges-within 0.3 %, +1 count ; 2002 , 2 kl2, and 20 M12

ranges-within 0.75%, +1 count .

Maximum Input Voltage : 100 V ( dc plus peak ac ) or 100

V p - p ac at 1 kHz or less .
Temperature Dependence : 20 k2 , 200 k12 and 2 M2

ranges -- 250 ppm / � C ; 200 2,2 k2 and 20 M2 ranges- 350

ppm / � C.OUTPUTS

CH 2 Out

Output Voltage : At least 50 mV/ div into 1 M 12 ; to at

least 25 mV/ div into 50 ohms .

Resolut ion : 0.1 2 .

Recycle Time: At least 3 measurements / second .

Bandwidth : Dc to at least 50 MHz into 50 ohms .

DC Level : About O volts . Response Time : All ranges within 1 second except 20

MS2 ( within 5 seconds ) .

A+ and B+ Gates

Output Voltage : About 5.5 V of posit ive- going pulse .
TIME DM43 / DM40

See DIFFERENTIAL TIME MEASUREMENT ( DM43 /

DM40 ) .Output Resistance : About 500 ohms .
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TEMPERATURE-DM43 ONLY,

WITH PROBE

Common Float ing Voltage : 500 V ( dc + peak ac ) to

chassis .

Range : -55 � C to + 150 � C in 1 range. DC Voltage Accuracy : Within 0.1% of reading , 31

count .

Accuracy: Original Probe Within 2 � C, -55 � C to

+125 � C. Within 3 � C, +125 � C to +150 � C. Temperature Dependence : 44 ppm / � C.

Resolut ion : 100 UV .Replacement Probe : Accuracy with equal original

probe accuracy after DM43 is compensated .

Recycle Time: At least 3 measurements / second .

Maximum Safe Voltage on Measurement

Surfaces : +400 V ( dc + peak ac ) above chassis ground .
Response Time : Within 0.5 second .

Temperature ( Storage and Operat ing ) : Probe Body

and Cable , -55 � C to +105 � C. Probe Sensor Tip ,-55 � C to

+150 � C.

Normal / Common Mode Reject ion Rat io :

Normal Mode-At least 60 dB at 50 Hz and 60 Hz .

DC VOLTAGE DM43/ DM40 Common Mode-At least 100 dB at dc ; 80 dB at 50 Hz

and 60 Hz .

Maximum Safe Input Voltage : 200 mV and 2 V ranges ;

+500 V ( dc + peak ac ) between + and COM inputs . 20 V ,

200 V , and 1.2 kV ranges ; � 1200 V ( dc + peak ac) between

+ and chassis .

Input Impedance: 200 mV and 2 V ranges , about 1000

M12. 20 V, 200 V, and 1.2 kV ranges , about 10 MI .
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AC POWER SOURCE ENVIRONMENTAL

115 V 230 V

Low 99 V to 121 V Low 198 V to 242 V
Operat ing Temperature : -15 � C to +55 � C.

Medium 104 V to 126 V Medium 207 V to 253 V

High 108 V to 132 V High 216 V to 264 V
Operat ing Alt i tude : To 15,000 feet . Maximum

operat ing temperature decreases 1� C/ 1,000 feet , above

5,000 feet . Storage temperature is to 50,000 feet .
1

Line Frequency : From 48 Hz to 440 Hz .

Maximum Power Consumpt ion : 100 wat ts at 115 V, 60

Hz , medium range ,

Hum idity ( Operat ing and Storage ) : 5 cycles ( 120

hours ) referenced to MIL- E- 16400F.
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ACCESSORIES

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

INCLUDED

speed fi lm ( includes Adapter Frame / Corrector Lens 016

0301-00 ) � Order C30A- P Opt ion 1 .

2 �� 010-6075-13

1 016-0594-00
Camera Adapter and Corrector Lens-Adapts C-30A to

464 , 465 , 466 , or 475-Order 016-0301-00 .

1 070-0139-01

P6075A Probe Packages

Accessory Pouch

Operator’s Manual

Service Manual ( 475 )

Fuses , 1.5 A 3AG fast - blow

Fuses , 0.75 A 3AG fast - blow

1 070-1862-00
Protect ive Cover-Waterproof , blue vinyl � Order 016

0554-00 .2 159-0016-00

2 159-0042-00

Folding Polarized Viewing Hood-Order 016-0180-00 .
1 Fi lter , Blue Plast ic ( installed ) 337-1674-00

1 337-1674-01 -
Folding Viewing Hood , light -shielding � Order 016

0592-00 .
1

CRT Filter , Clear Plast ic

Adapter , Ground Wire

Pair , Test Leads

134-0016-01

1 003-0120-00

Folding Viewing Hood , light - occluding � Order 016
0566-00 .1 010-6430-00P6430 Probe , ( DM43 Temp . )

Service Manual ( DM43 / DM40 )1 070-1779-00

Mesh Filter- Improves cont rast and EMI fi lter - Order

378-0726-01.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

C30A- P Opt ion 1 Compact Camera � f1.9 lens , 0.8

magnificat ion , Polaroid Land Pack Film Back for 3000

SCOPE-MOBILE Cart - Occupies less than 18 inches

aisle space , has storage area in base � Order 200 .
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OPTIONS

Your inst rument may contain the following opt ions : OPTION 7

At the t ime of this writ ing , inst ruments having the DM43

or DM40 do not have the opt ion 7 available .

OPTION 4

The inst rument is modified to meet certain

specificat ions on radiated interference requirements .

There is no change in operat ing inst ruct ions .

Opt ion 7 perm its operat ion on 12 or 24 Vdc with no

performance deteriorat ion . Circuit ry is provided to protect

against damage due to connect ion of 24 V when in the 12 V

mode of operat ion . The 24- volt external input perm its use

with convent ional dc power ( marine and aircraft ) .
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